
             
             

 

 
 

 
 

 
Barry Industrial Complex 

 
Community Advisory Panel Meeting Minutes 

 
Date:         12th December 2017 
Time:         6.00pm to 8.00pm 
Venue:      Dow  

 
  
CAP Members:     Darren Thomas (Navigator) 
                                Paula Lloyd (Cabot) 
                                Ian Beatty (Hexion) 
                                Mike Squire (Dow) 
                                Dave Brookes (Dow) 
                                Eduardo Gadea (Dow) 
                                Leanne Richards (Dow) 
                                Ken Jones (Sully Community Council) 
                                Lorraine Powell 
                                Ann Hortop 
                                Christine German 
 
Invited Guests:    Mrs Alvine Westerland (resident) 
                                Ms Claire Cook (resident) 
                                Sue Brown (Vale Council – Environmental Health) 
                                Anthony Leakey – NRW 
       Dave Hunter (Hunter Acoustics) 
Chair:       Mike Squire, Dow Corning 
 
 
Next meeting:      13th March 2018 - 6-8pm, at Hexion (minutes Hexion) 
 
 

  



             
 

 

 
 

 
1.  Apologies:      Steve Knight (Cabot) 
 
 
2. Minutes of last meeting (July 2017) 

 
The minutes from the July 2017 meeting were reviewed.  The noise from the back-up 
generators next to Centrica and a source of noise of previous complaints has since been 
abated (retro fit silencers), There have been no further issues. 
  
 
3. Noise Monitoring Review  
 
The Dow Chemical Complex, including Dow Corning, Cabot Carbon, Hexion and Navigator 
Terminals received several noise complaints from residents around the site boundary in 2017. 
Hunter Acoustics were appointed to carry out continuous monitoring between 10th-17th 
August to identify and assess potential on-site sound, sources of the complaints, as well as 
establish a baseline plant noise level for future comparisons. Presented by David Hunter of 
Hunter Acoustics, the following key elements of the report were shared with the CAP meeting 
attendees 
 
The monitoring process: 
a. 8 site locations  
b. Monitoring equipment overview 
c. Complaints map and summary of complaints during the study window. Regarding the 

complaints process it was re-emphasised to the residents at the CAP meeting that all 
complaints are taken seriously, there is a robust process in place across the chemical 
complex to respond quickly to any community complaint and provide prompt feedback to 
complainant. 

d. Site actions and responses to the complaints received 
e. Explanation of typical noise levels (with examples) 
 
 
Concerns from residents relating to issues outside the Chemical Complex were raised at the 
meeting: 

a. Consistent humming noise reported by a resident in Somerset Rd 
b. Potential noise from Solar Farm queried by a resident 
c. Potential noise source from new incinerator: NRW’s Tony Leaky confirmed there is no 

evidence to suggest noise is coming from the Incinerator 
d. Resident raised concern about noise heard in Castleland St 
e. Comments made about the noise from Police Helicopter, noise from grinding of train 

track and associated maintenance, ships docking 
 
 
 



 
             

 

             
 

 
One noise concern directly related to a chemical complex activity:  
Acknowledgement that the jetting activity at Dow Corning can be noisy and this process is 
now being managed. 
 
 
Final conclusions  
• Higher peak readings attributed to traffic (deliveries) 
• Justification that plant activities are consistently executed day and night and therefore does 

not explain the intermittent noise or spikes in noise levels recorded during the study 
• Noise heard in Castleland Street on 18th September is not from the Complex.  
• The VGBC happy to revisit location and investigate area around the bottom of Castleland 

St. 
• Noise levels from the chemical complex have not changed since 2002 and is typical for an 

industrial complex. No further Chemical complex actions in this regard. 
 
 
 
 
4. Site Updates 
 
Hexion: TBD 
 
 
 
Cabot: Strong production volumes and orders, a successful shutdown with safe, injury free 
operations. Just reached a 7-year Milestone without an Environmental Non-Conformance. 
Currently recruiting for a number of positions in laboratory, engineering, capital projects and 
warehouse operations.  

Vopak: Completed shutdown in parallel with Dow. Major project work completed (control 
system and motor control systems) on time with no safety incidents or accidents 

Held safety day: attended by navigator personnel, Dow personnel and local contractors. 
Guest speakers attended: Braemer Howells (environmental incident response group), Local 
fire service - Overview of fire service capabilities with respect to industrial incidents. 

Weekend loading at Navigator over the next week or so after the CAP meeting.  

Routine inspection visit by the HSE to assess our fire -fighting capabilities and procedures: 
Positive outcome from the meeting. HSE were happy with our current systems and 
procedures. 

 



             
 

 

 
 

 

People movements: Dave Pratt the old Terminal Manager has now retired. Dave has been 
replaced by Andy Jackson (previously Engineering Manager). Darren Thomas has taken 
Andy’s role as Engineering Manager 

     
Dow: Environmental update: In conjunction with Wildlife Trust, Dow are planning a wildlife 
bird tower to encourage swifts to the area. The Harvest Mouse seen in Dow’s Nature Reserve 
Area for the first time since 2005. The education centre on the reserve is available for schools, 
colleges and local community groups to support environmental studies, field trips and project 
work. Dow pleased with current safety performance, working hard on all new laws and 
compliance with environmental legislative requirements. Overall business is good with strong 
demand and producing through the Christmas period. Possible news of new chemical plant 
investments to share in the near future.  
 
 
5. Community updates/ Complaints/Helpline 
 
Nov 17:  
2 complaints received. 1 source not found, 1 Large steam plume from cooling towers at Dow 
which is considered normal operations. 
Oct 17:  
1 complaint received, source not found. 
Sep 17: 
4 complaints received, 3 sources not found. 1 sourced from Biomass incinerator  
Aug 17:  
9 complaints received, 3 sources not found, 3 hurricane jetting, 3 crash maintenance at Dow 
established as the probable cause 
Jul 17:  
7  complaints received, 6 sources not found. 1 justified: Steam Turbine/Vented Steam (Engie) 
 
 
 
 

6. AOB  
General comments from resident invitees directed at Chemical complex representatives and 
NRW’s Tony Leaky:  

1) Questions arose regarding the safety of hazardous chemical deliveries to the 
complex: clarity on accuracy of this information provided by Dave Brookes. There 
were no further questions in this regard. 
 
 
 
 



 
             

 

             
 

 
 

2) NRW’s Tony Leaky alleviated concerns raised by resident attendees on the combustion 
processes and emissions of the new Incinerator when combined with existing 
emissions from each facility within the chemical complex. Tony Leaky provided a 
general overview of the regulator’s involvement in environmental permit applications 
and approval process. He explained that there are regulations in place to safeguard 
against process safety events and incidents. Risks are well managed; process controls 
are in place. NRW recommended that residents use the Consultation Process to raise 
new issues and seek clarity on any concerns they may have regarding the new Biomass 
Incinerator in Barry. 
 

End. 


